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An experimentaltechniqueis presentedfor the determinationof normal acousticpropertiesin a tube,
includingthe effect of mean flow. An acousticsourceis driven by Gaussianwhite noiseto producea
randomlyfluctuating'soundfield in a tube terminatedby the systemunder investigation.Two stationary.
wail-mountedmicrophonesmeasurethe sound pressureat arbitrary but known positionsin the tube.
Theory is developed,includingthe effect of mean flow, showingthat the incident-and reflected-wave
spectra,and the phase angle betweenthe incident and reflectedwaves,can be determinedfrom
measurementof the auto- and cross-spectra
of the two microphonesignals.Expressionsfor the normal
specificacousticimpedanceand the reflectioncoefficientof the tube terminationare developedfor a
random soundfield in the tube. Three no-flow test casesare evaluatedusingthe two-microphonerandomexcitationtechnique:a closedtube of specifiedlength,an open,unbaffledtube of specifiedlength,and a
prototypeautomotivemuffler. Comparisonis made betweenresultsusing the presentmethod and
approximatetheory and resultsfrom the traditionalstanding-wave
method.In all casesagreementbetween
the two-microphonerandom-excitationmethod and comparison'
data is excellent.The two-microphone
random-excitation
techniquecan be usedto evaluateaenustiepropertiesvery rapidly sinceno traversingis
necessaryand sincerandom excitationis used(in each of three test easesonly 7 secof continuousdata was
needed). !n addition, the bandwidth may be made arbitrarily small, within limits, so that the computed

propertieswill havea high degreeof frequencyresolution.

PACSnumbers:
43.85.Bh,43.50.Gf,43.20.Mv
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INTRODUCTION

In many practical problems acoustic properties such
as normal acoustic resistance and reactants, normal

reflection, absorptionand transmissioncoefficients,
and transmission loss cannot be determined analytical-

ly. Owingto complex geometry, the presence of mean
flow, or other reasons, experimental techniques must
be used.

Several techniques have been used to determine the
normal incidence properties of acoustic systems. The

mostpopularis the standing-wave-ratio(SWR)method
where a traversing microphone is used to determine the
location and magnitude of successive maxima and minima of the standing-wave pattern in a tube terminated by
the unknownsystem. From this information the normal

acousticimpedanceand reflection coefficientcan be deduced. The technique can be time consuming since the
traversing mechanism is usually operated manually and
discrete frequency excitation is used. It is recom-

mended
x that the tube be at least onewavelengthlong,
which is somewhat unwieldy at low frequencies.

It is

also suggestedthat the results be corrected for dissipa-

tion2 if higheraccuracyis desired. Errors canaiso
occur if the location

of the first

minimum

is not known

to a high degree of accuracy. In addition, it may not be
possible to use a traversing microphoneif the system
under study has a small diameter.

Gaticy'• consideredthe use of a pulseor transient
method with a wall-mounted microphone but concluded
the technique had the disadvantage of requiring a long

tube length, which is inconvenientand results in significant dissipation. The method discussed by Galley is
also somewhat laborious since it is a discrete frequency
approach. He used a gated sine wave to excite the system, where the duration of the sine-wave excitation was
long enoughto reach steady state, but short enoughto

separate in time the incident and reflected waves.

Recently,SchmidtandJohnston
4 useda discrete-frequency technique, to evaluate orifices, employing two
wall-mounted microphones at different upstream positions along a tube (note: this shouldnot be confusedwith
the so-cailed '•wo-microphone method" used to measure the impedance of porous resonant expansioncham-

bersS).Bymeasuring
thepressure
amplitudes
at th• two
points in the tube, as well as the phase shift between the
points, they deduced the reflection coefficient of the
sample. Their method did not include the determination of reactive and resistive impedance, but a third
microphone located downstream of the orifice was used
to measure the transmitted wave amplitude from which

they computed transmission coefficients.

SinghandKaitaz havedeveloped
an acousticimpulse
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the time domain. They repeated the experiment about
100 times to obtain ensemble-averaged time domain

signals for the incident and reflected pulses. Ensemble
averaging in the time domain removed random pressure
oscillations (such as from flow) from the incident and
reflected pulses. They also used a secondmicrophone
downstream of the system to measure the transmitted
pulse for use in computingtransmission loss.
Since they performed ensemble averaging in the time
domain, the pulse exciting the system had to be very repeatable from sample to sample and accurate synchronization betweenthe samples was crucial. They found it
necessary to construct the pulses digitally to satisfy
these demands, where a digiLal-to-analog converter was
used to generate the corresponding voltage signal supplied to the acoustic driver. An additional constraint
involved the selection of the tube length and pulse duration.

The tube must be long enough to allow time domain

separation of the incident and reflected pulses without
intreducing excessive dissipative losses, a problem also
encountered by Galley.

One of the problems in using impulse testing with
acoustic systems is the difficulty in preducing an acoustic pulse which has sufficient energy at high frequencies
to provide an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio between

the pulseandflowand/or background
noise. Even
acoustic drivers with a wide frequency range are usually underdamped, resulting in long transients even when
the excitation approaches a true impulse. A better
source of pulse excitation for acoustic systems is the
electric spark; however, it may not be sufficiently repeatable for the impulse method of Singh and Katra.
The remainder of this paper will discuss a method us-

ing two upstream microphones, similar to Ref. 4, where
here the excitation is band-limited

white noise.

Theory

is developedrelatingto theauto-andcross-spectraldensities of the incident and reflected

waves to the auto-

and cross-spectral densities of the two measurement
points. The acoustic impedance and absorption coefficient are expressed in terms of the auto- and crossspectral densities of the incident and reflected waves,
analogousto the case of discrete harmonic excitation.
The effect of mean flow is included in the theory.

A

third microphone(downstream)is usedto compute
transmission loss, usually the most important parameter in evaluating acoustic filters.
I.

DESCRIPTION

OF TECHNIQUE

Figure 1 is a diagram showing a rigid tube excited by
a randomly vibrating piston, or other acoustic source,
and terminated by an acoustic system with unknown im-

pedanceZ,(f) and unknownreflection coefficient
Mean flow is included where • is the velocity of the

methed to determine the properties'of small filters used
cn refrigeration compressors. They used a wall-

fluid. Also, the piston vibration is assumed to be stationary with time. The origin of the coordinate system

mounted microphone Iocated midway along a tube con-

is at the termination of the tube and x1 and xz are the

necting an acoustic driver to the system being tested.
The excitation was provided by a rec•gular pulse of
very short duration supplied to the acoustic driver. A
short duration pulse in conjunctionwith a Iong tube allowed separation of the incident and reflected pulses in

distances to two pressure measurement points. The in-

cidertlandreflectedpressure
wavesare denoted
by
and•r, respectively.
In a narrow bandwidth .Be, centered at frequency f,
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1.

Tube with unknown f•rminatiom

impedanceZ.(f) excited by randomly vibrating piston.

X1
X2

random motion can be regarded as harmonic motion of
frequencyf with a randomly varying amplitude. For

The impedanceZnf) can be regarded as a linear

plane-wave propagatiQnthe incident and reflected waves

system that relates the tctal pressure and velocity at
x= 0, represented by the block diagram in Fig. 2.

are given by

From linear theory• it canbe shownthat Z,(f) is estimated by

• •(x,t)=•(t)e•(•t'•'),

(4)
where
•(f) isanestimate
ofthecross-spectral
den•.

•r(x,t)=•(t)e•(•t'•x),
where

sity between the pressure and particle velocity at = = 0

and•(f) is anestimate
oftheauto-spectral
density
of

o•= 2•f,

the particle velocity at x = 0. •hese spectra are esti-

k- •o/co=acousticwavenumber,

mated by

co= speed of propagation,

and•(t) and•(t) are stationary
r•mdom
variables.The
randomamplitudes
•(t) and•(t) a,renotfunctionsof disrance x since the system is nondispersive; therefore,
the wave shape does no• change during propagation.

•(f) =(1/T){•o(f,
T)0•(f, T)},

(Sa)

•(f) =(1/T){Vo(f,
T)• (f, T)}.
(Sb)
Theauto-spectra
ofthepressure
atx=0, •:(f), is
estimated by

The influence of flow can be included by noting that

co=c +v for wave motion with flow,

InEqs.(Sa),(5b),and(5c),•o(f, T)and0o(f,T)arethe

co= c :- v for wave motion against flow,

finite Fourier transforms of the pressure and particle
velocity time series at x = 0, respectively,

where c is the speed of propagation with zero flow. For
flow in the +x direction, the incident and reflected wave
numbers are given by
•o

k

½+v

I+M

k,=C--vto

k

1-M

1

Oo(f,
T)=y
fø•(0,
t)e'i•tdt,

'

and reflected

(6b)

where T is the record length of the time series and the
'

asterisk denotes complex conjugate.

where M=v/c is the Mach number. Consequently,the
incident

1

•o(f,
T)=•fo3(0,
t)e"•'dt,

waves

are

•(x, t)=•(t)en•t-•i
x•,
•r(•,t)=•(t)•'•, •.

(la)
(lb}

At x= 0 the_
totalpressureandparticlevelocityare

•(0, t)=[•(t)+b(t)]e
•,

(2)

Us•g•.qs.(•), (3),(Sa),•-A(Sb•.
Po(f,T)=.•(/, •3+õ(/, 33,
•0(/, •3=[3(/, •-•(f,

•)](•/•c),

(•b)

where,•(f, T) and•(f, T) are thefinite Fouriertrans-

formsof•(t) and•(t), respectively.
SubstitutingEqs. (7a) and (7b) into the spectral den-

sities[Eqs. (Sa), (Sb), and(5c)]yields

•(0, t) =•(0, t)+•(0, t),
where•(x, t) and•(x, t) are the particlevelocitiesof
the incident and reflected waves, respectively.

Since

•(•, t)-•(,•, t)/•c, •,(•, t•---•(•, t)/oc,

)
•i(0,t)
• Zn(f)] •po(f
)(0.t)
Oo(f
)

then

•(o,0=[•(t)
- ?,(hi
e•"•.

(3)

FIG. 2. Blockdiagram showingrelationshipbetweenacoustic
impedance,pressure, and particle velocity.
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spectral
density.Thequantities
•,(/, T)andba(f,T)are
the finite Fourier transforms of the pressure time series
at points 1 and 2. By taking the Fourier transform of

Eqs. (11) and combiningwith Eqs. (12), the following
relationships are developed:

•(/)

•d •;;(/) zretheauto-spectral
demities
ofthe

•c]dent•d reHec{ed
•zves, respectively;
•(/)

•d

•(f) arethereal•d•m•ina• com•nents
ofthe

+•,!s(f)sin(l•
t +/•r)xl],

(13a)

+•.(/) sin(k{
+/z•)xz]
,

(13b)

cross-spectral density S•s(f ) be•een the incident •d
reflected

waves:

ConsequenUy,
the •cousUc]•p•ee

[Eq. (4)] i; ex-

p;essed by

or

If theq•tities •, •z, •a, •d Oaareestimated
frommeasured
time record, thea}oveequations

where
•.(/) •d {.(f) aretheresistive
•d reactive
impeduce, respectively.

Also, the power reflection co-

efficient•,(•) c• be estimatedby

besolved
forthean•ns Sat(/}, Sss(/),•ta(/), •d
•(/) fromwhich
theacous•e
impeduce
•d •er
re•ecti•
(0b).

c•fficient c• be determined us•g Eqs. (0a),

For the case with no me• O•,

Eqs. (13) reduce to

Equations(•a), (•b), and (10a) are •alogous to expressions for i•ed•ce

•d

develo•d by •sum•g

po•e• reflection coefficient

•rm•ic

exci•ti•n.

In the

•ove eq•tions•e quarRies•,•(/) •d S•(/) represent the me•-square vgue of the incident •d reOected
pressures • a narr• fr•uency b•d.
The p•se-shift
betweenthe incident •d reflected waves is express•

+•aa(/) cos24x
a+•(/)

s•ad•z],

(lib)

inthecros•s•ctr•density
•s(f). S•cifica•y,
the

p•se

s•ft

• is

(/): [-

=
The to•l pressure at •o points x• •d x2 • the tube
is

(/) +

(/)1sm(x,- xa>.

(dd)

If a t•
•crophone is located d;st;eam
of the
syste• under study, the spectrM densiEyof •e tr•s-

•ttM wave,•:(/), ;• be•easureddirectly,provid•g u •echoic

=[•(Oe'•'•', +•(Oe'm'n]e'
•* ,

(xz, 0 =[a(0e

+•(0e•"•ld•'.

The auto- •d cross-s•etrM
pressures are esUmated by

ter;•aHon

is used:

(1la)
•here P•(/, • is the finite Fourier tr•sfor•

densities of these two

(TL) is then given by

TL: 101•,• •(/)/•=(/H.

•m(/)=(1/•,(/,

•(/,

•},

(lab)

of the

downstream microphone sigM1. The t•s•idsi•

II.

EXPERIMENTAL

(18)

METHOD

Figure 3 is a schematic showing the experimental apparatus used to evaluate the three test cases.

A steel

tubeof nominalinsidediameterof 1} in. (48 ram)was

where
•(/) •d •(/) areesOmates
ofthe
tral densities of the pressure at •ints

1 •d

used for the tests, so that the plane-wave region ex• •d

•(/) is• estimate
ofthe½r•s-s•etral
density•-

•een thep•ssuresa points
1 •d •; •(/)
are the real •d

im•inary

•d

componen• of the cross-

tended to 4200 Hz.

An acoustic driver

was mounted at

one end of the tube, and the acoustic system under study
was mounted at the other end. A random noise generator provided excitation through an amplifier to the acous-
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total time record T into n segments of equal length T,
and average individual estimates of the spectrum for

AMP.
• CONVERTER
ANALOG
•
I----IMICRQPHONE
[---.1MICROPHONE
AMP.
'

TO

DIGITAL

MINI-

COMPUTER

each of these segments.

Smoothing in this manner re-

ducesthe randomerror to 1/•/-• (e.g., for n = 400 the
randomerror wouldbe 5'%),and the spectral bandwidth
is

,..A•m
•1Ul
c- SYSTEM
UHDER
STUO•

One is tempted to make T, as small as possible so
that n is very large for a given length of total time T,
thereby reducing the random error to a very small value. However, this leads to a biasing of the spectrum in
which spectral peaks are not resolved because the bandwidth is too wide. Consequently, the bandwidth (and

FIG. 3. Experimental set-up used in determination of impedance and power reflection coefficient using the two-microphone
random-excitation

method.

therefore T,) should be determined from a knowledge of
the frequency resolution needed for the particular quan-

tity being analyzed. This is best doneexperimentally
by trying progressively

ticdriver. A low-pass
fiiterwasusedtoattenuate
the
high-frequency portion of the input signal to prevent
aliasing of the sampled data. It should be noted that the

- shapeof the input spectrumi• arbitrary providingthere
is sufficient energy throughout the frequency range of
interest to guarantee an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio
in the sound field of the tube.

Flush-mounted

T-m.

microphones
Wereusedto measurethe soundpressure
at two points in the tube. The microphone signals were
conditioned by microphone amplifiers, digitized by an
analog-to-digital converter, and stored in minicomputer

memory for processing. For evaluating the muffler
test case (see Sec. V) an anechoic termination was attached to the downstream

end of the muffler

and a third

microphone was flush-mounted just downstream of the
muffler exit. The two upstream microphones must be
sampled simultaneously for computation of the cross-

spectral
density
•t2(f), butthedownstream
microphone

larger bandwidths until the fre-

quency resolution is insufficient to separate adjacent

spectral peaks (note, even'if the input excitation is white
noise, the sound spectra may be frequency dependent

because,in general,the acousticsystemwill be reactive).

In evaluating the three test cases a bandwidth of 20
Hz was found sufficient to resolve the sound-pressure
spectra. The random error was made acceptable by
averaging n = 150 individual spectra.
IV.

CALIBRATION

In the linear range the acoustic properties are independent of the soundintensity in the tube; hence absolute
calibration of the microphones is unnecessary. However, since there may be differences between the microphone and amplifier systems, a relative calibration
is needed.

Sincethecross-spectral
density
•2(f) is needed
for

can be sampled independently. Consequently, one of the
upstream microphones can be used downstream and only
two microphone systems are needed.

the solution of Eqs. (14), a phase calibration as well

The location of the upstream microphones is not critical, within certain limitations.
The microphones
should be located as close to the unknown system as

To calibrate, the microphones were flush-mounted in
a rigid circular plate attached to the end of the tube.

possible so that dissipative losses in the tube are minimized. The microphone spacing should be as small as
possible for the same reason. However, each microphone is assumed to measure the sound pressure at a
point in the tube, so that for very close microphone

spacingthe effective spacing(x2-x•) is difficult to estimate, particularly for large-diameter microphones.
Therefore, the microphone spacing should be much
larger than the diameter

of the microphones used so that

the effective microphone spacing can be assumed to be
the distance between the microphone center lines.
III.

STATISTICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

as a gain calibration is necessary.

Ideally, in this configurationboth microphoneswould
measure the same pressure amplitude with zero phase

shift. Differences in microphonesensitivity and phase,
as well as gain and phase differences between the mi-

cropbrineamplifiers, canthus be measured. The easiest
method is to determine a transfer function, or frequency
response, between the two microphones with the air in
the tube excited by random noise. An estimate of the

frequencyresponse
H•a(f) is obtainedby?

•(f) =•2(f)/•n(f),
where•l(f) is a smoothed
estimate
oftheauto-spectr
density
ofmicrophone
1 and•2(f) is a smoothed
estimate of the cross-spectral density betweenmicrophones

1 and2. Since•12(f)is a complex
quantity,sois

Since the sound field varies randomly with time, the
estimates of the microphone auto- and cross-spectra

•/•(f) and{•2(f){ is thegainbetween
themicrophone

also will

by

be random

variables.

It should be mentioned

that the spectral-estimates
[Eqs. (12)]are inconsistent
and some form of smoothing must be done to reduce the
random error to an acceptable level. One method of reducing the random error of a spectrum is to divide the

Thephaseshift•2(f) between
themicrophones
is found

½•(/)
-tan-,
Tm[•=(/)]
Re[•/•a(f)] '
where Im andRe refer to the.imaginary and real parts
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+10o
•

FIG. 4.

oø

Gain and phase shift between the

two microphone/amplifiersystems.

-IOO"

I
o

I
160o

I

I
3200

I

I
4800

FREQUœ#CY
(HZ)

of•t•(/), respectively.
Figure
4 shows
thefrequency
responsega/n andphasebetweenthe two microphone/
amplifier systems used in this study.

The microphone spectra for each of the test cases
were corrected using the microphone frequency response calibration as follows:

Assuming no losses, the resistive impedance is zero,

the power reflection coefficient is urdty, and the reactive
impedance is given by

=- cot,
where L is the length of the tube. Figure 5 shows the

experimentally determined values for the power reflec-

tion coefficientandphaseangle[Eqs. (10)]for caseI.

=[

Figure 6 showsthe correspondinginput impedance (resistire and reactive) at the open end of the tube. There
is good agreement between theory and experiment at
most frequenc, es. Since some losses are present in the

where the subscript u refers to the uncorrected autoand cross-spectral densities of the microphones. Note,

since microphoneI was selected (arbitrarily) as the

reference
microphone,
[•11(f)]u
doesnotneed
correcting.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL
Three

RESULTS

test cases with zero

mean flow were

used to

verify the two-microphone random-excitation technique.
Two are classic test cases: a pipe of specified length
with a rigid termination and a pipe of specified length
open to free space and unbaffied. The results for each .
of these two cases were compared with theory, which is
well developed and known to be accurate. A third and
more practical test case (a prototype automotive muf-

FREQUENCY ( HZ )

fler for which theory is not well developed)was also
investigated and results compared to data obtained using
the discrete frequency SWR method.
For the two classic test cases the following properties
were determined: power reflection coefficient, phase
angle between incident and reflected waves at the system

input point (x= 0), and resistive and reactive impedance.
For the muffler, transmission loss and power reflection
coefficient were computed, since these are the quantifies of greatest importance in the design and selection
of muffler

elements.

The first test case (case I) evaluated was a pipe of
length 4 in. (102 ram) with the same diameter as the
tube holding the microphones and with a rigid circular
plate covering the end, approximating zero particle

FREQUENCY ( HZ )

FIG. 5. Power reflection coefficient and phase angle for ease
I. Solid line: theory; open square, open triangle: exp•.ri-

velocity at x= 0.
J. Acoust.Soc. Am., Vol. 61, No. 5, May 1977
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At frequencies corresponding to

microphonespacingof inX, n = 1, 2,...,

Eqs. (14) are

ill conditioned.
Specifically,Eq. (14a)demands
that
Q•2(f) = 0 when(xx- x2)= •nX.
This problem is not a major shortcoming to the two-

microphone,random-excitationmethodsince (1) the
critical frequencies at which discontinuities occur can

be predicted and (2) the problem can be minimized or
even circumvented. If the impedance functions, the
reflection coefficient, and the transmission loss are
not highly frequency dependent near the critical fre-

quencies, the data at the critical frequenciescan be
ignored, and a smoothcurve fitted throughthe remaining data. This is the case in Figs. 5 and 6 where, even

FREQUENCY (HZ)

10.00-

with no theoretical or intuitive knowledge of the system,

one can safely concludethat data at the critical frequenciesresult from an irregularity in the experimental

&

&

method and are not due to the behavior of the system

being evaluated. If one is doubtful, a secondevaluation
can be made with a different microphone spacing, and
the new data used to supplement the initial data at the
critical

frequencies.

It may be possibleto increasethe critical frequencies
-IO.00

FRECIUENCY ( HZ !

FIG. 6. Resistive andreactive impedancefor caseI. Solid
line: theory; open square, opentriangle: experiment.

tube, the reflection coefficientand resistive impedance
are slightly different than the idealized values of unity

above the frequency range of interest. The critical frequencies can be increased by placing the microphones
very close together; but as mentioned earlier, the spacing shouldbe much greater than the diameter of the
microphones.

The experimentalresults for caseH, an opentube of
length 7.5 in. (191 ram), are shownin Figs. 7 and 8.

and zero assumed above. The large errors in the
1500-2000=Hz range and again near 3000 Hz in both the
resistive and reactive impedances are due to the in=

l.om-

determinate
character
oftheimpedance
functions
[Eqs. • .•(9)] at frequencieswherethephaseangleis small

•

(•as(f)
:•0)forsystems
with
high
reflection
coefficient
•
[•AA(/)•S•B(f);
also
•AB(/)•AA(/)].
Under
such
con- •z
ditions
anynumerical
ormeasurement
errorsaremag- •,,,
nified in the calculation of the impedance. This prob-

letoisdue
tothemathematical
behavior
ofthefunction • '•used [or calculating impedance and is not character-

istic of the two-microphonerandom-eXcitation
technique.
Consider the impedance function for harmonic excitation:

o.•
FREUUENCY ( HZ )

Z_A_
A2- Be- i2ABsinO
pc-A2+B• - 2ABcosB'
where A and B are the incident and reflected wave am-

plitudesand8 is the phaseangiebetweentheincident

andreflected
waves
atx=0. Thisequation
isdirectly

analogousto the impedancefunctiondevelopedfor ran-

domexcitation
andwill alsobe indeterminate
whena.
- 1 and O- O. It can be shownthat in the limit as •-- 0

theimpedance
is infinitewhena, = 1.8
In Figs. 5 and 6 there are sharp discontinuities in the

experimental data near 1350 and 2700 Hz which are not

due to the reasonscited above. These discontinuities
are due to the relationship between the microphone

spacingand the wavelengthat these frequencies. At
1350 Hz the microphonesare spacedexactly one-half

FREOUENCY ( HZ }

FIG. 7. Power reflection coefficient and phase angle for case
II. Solid linc: theory; open square, opentriangle: experlinen!
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The final test case examinedwas a prototype automotive muffler. The muffler was basically an expansion chamber with a perforated tube connectingthe inlet
and outlet openings. The modeling of such muffler systems is not developed well enoughto make a meaningful
comparison of theoretical results with experimental
results obtained by the two-microphone random-excitation technique. However, the reflection coefficient was
measured using the discrete frequency SWR method.

FREQUENCY (HZ)

A microphone at the muffler outlet measured the
downstream sound pressure which was used to compute
the discrete frequency transmission loss. The muffler
was also evaluated using the two-microphone randomexcitation method with a downstream microphone used

to measure the spectral density of the transmitted wave,

!0'00
1

$•(f), fromwhichthetransmission
losswascomputed,
Eq. (16). Figure 9 is a comparisonof the two experi-

6.00

mental methods in estimating refiecUon coefficient and
transmission loss for the muffler test case.

In Fig. 9 (reflection coefficient) the data in the 12001800 Hz range appear scattered, but upon closer examination one can see that the two methods are in very close
agreement. Some of the data in the 1350- and 2700-Hz
regions have been deleted from the transmission loss
plot for clarity.

•o.m!
O.

Apart from the data in the 1350- and 2700-Hz ranges
FIG. 8. Restsfive and reactive impedance for case H, Solid
line: theory; open square, open triangle: experiment.

a•reement

is very good considering the fact that the

The theoretical curves in these figures were obtained
from Refs. 9-11. Specifically, the input impedance to

the tube(assuming
no losses)is givenbyli

Zl•=i sinkL+Zr coskL
pc iZrsinkL +coskL '

where L is the length of the tube and Z, is the radiation
impedance determined by

Z 1+R
'=i-R'

where R is the complex pressure reflection coefficient.
Values of R as a function of ka are found in Ref. 9,
where a is the tube radius. The power reflection co-

efficientis simply IR 12andthe phaseangleis the phase
angleassociatedwith R. 0 Agreementbetweentheory
and experiment is seen to be quite good in Figs. 7 and 8
verifying the experimental

technique and, at the same

time, confirming the accuracy of the theory. The discrepancies noted in Figs. 7 and 8 are similar to those
witnessed by other researchers investigatin• radiation

from opentubes.4.•2 However, as mentionedpreviously,
the errors

in the data near

1350 and 2700 Hz are due to

the microphone spacing rather than a breakdown of the
theory.

Some of the data in these frequency ranges

have been omitted to reduce the scale of the plots. The
slight shifting between the theoretical and experimentM
data in Fig. 8 at high frequency was found to be due to

havin• only an "approximate" value of the speed of

FR•G]UEr{C¾ [HZ}

FIG.

9.

Reflection

coefficient

and transmission

loss for the

sound. At high frequenciesan error of 1%in the speed

prototype automotive muffler. Filled circle: SWR method;
open square, plus sign: two-microphone random-excitation

of sound shifted

method.

the data as much as 50 Hz.
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data from the SWR method had to be corrected by probe-

evaluated in an anechoic chamber where background

tube calibration

noise at low frequency was minimized. )

data.

This calibration

was a least-

squaresfit of a curve throughdiscrete frequencycalibration data and the calibration

curve had an error

of

approximately ñ 1 dB (note that the SWR transmission

loss data are negative around300 Hz).
VI.

field or higher-mode effects, a problem in measuring
source impedances.
It remains to evaluate the two-microphone random-

CONCLUSIONS

The two-microphone random-excitation technique has
been shown to be an accurate

the determination

If necessary, the microphones can be placed far
enough from the system under test to minimize any near-

and reliable

method for

of normal acoustic properties.

The two-microphone random-excitation technique
offers several advantages not found in other measurement techniques. The normal acoustic properties of

the test cases were computedwith only about ? sec of
continuoussampled data, making possible rapid evaluation of samples of porous materials or prototype acous-

excitation technique in the presence of mean flow. Also
useful would be an analysis of the statistical errors in
computing the acoustic properties from the theory
developed.
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tic filters. This is a considerable savings of time and
labor as compared to the standard SWH method using
microphone traversing and discrete frequency excitation. The two-microphone random-excitation technique
replaces human time and labor with computer processing, an economical trade-off considering the current

* This work performed while the authors were affilia•d with
the Ray W. Herrick Laboratories, School of Mechanical En-

trends in which labor costs are increasing

21•I.L. KathuriyaandM. L. Munjal,"Accuratemethodfor the

while com-

puter costs are decreasing.
The use of random excitation permits the evalualion
of properties at all frequencies from a single sample
of data. In addition to speeding the evaluation of acoustic properties, the use of random excitaUon allows better frequency resolution, necessary for the evaluation
of acoustic filters with acoustic properties that are highly frequency dependent. Although any bandwidth may

be used, consideration must be given to the random and
bias errors and the total amount of data to be sampled.

The two-microphone random-excitation technique does
not require the design, construction, and calibration of
a complicated probe microphon• and traversing system.
However, any difference in the gains or phase shift of

the two microphone/amplifier systems must be known
and the measured spectra corrected accordingly. This
information is usually known from manufacturers' specifications, but it is recommended that a calibration test
be performed such as described above.
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